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NEWSLETTER

Some No Komichi: Kimono Dyeing Festival

This article was kindly supplied by Sheila Cliffe,
who has lived in Tokyo for over 20 years and has
comprehensive knowledge of kimono design,
history and fashion.
For most people Shinjuku (Tokyo) is represented by
its skyscrapers, technology, shopping and night life,
more commonly thought of as a futuristic place
rather than the home of traditional industry.
Visit our web site at jsnw.org.uk

Shinjuku has, however, been home to Tokyo’s
kimono dyeing industry since the late Edo period. At
the beginning of the Edo period (around 1600) Edo
(now Tokyo) was nothing more than a swamp;
remarkably, in the next two hundred years, it
developed into the largest city on earth, one that
attracted and produced artisans of all sorts.
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Some No Komichi: Festival of Kimono Dyeing
Originally kimono dyers worked further east down
the Kanda River but Edo’s growing population
resulted in the river becoming increasingly polluted.
Dyers, therefore, had to move upstream to obtain
the clean water they needed to wash their cloth,
settling around the Nakai, Takadanobaba and
Waseda area of Shinjuku. There are still about forty
kimono dyeing workshops in this area alongside the
rivers Myoshouji and Kanda and this, the centre of
the dyeing industry, forms the stage for the “Some
no Komichi” event.

To dye a whole kimono length of cloth is time
consuming and expensive so dyers show their work
by creating noren (doorway curtains) for the local
shops, which are displayed on the event weekend.

Dyers from outside the area also submit their noren
for display (there are usually about a hundred
colourful examples on display at the event).

Some No Komichi was an attempt by local people to
raise awareness about the dyeing industry and its
history in Shinjuku, as well as showcasing some of
the work that is made in the area. The event,
consisting of a street gallery and river gallery, takes
place on the last weekend in February (the next one
is February 23 to 25 this year).

Visit our web site at jsnw.org.uk

The river gallery consists of about 70 kimono
lengths of cloth strung over the river (see front page
photo). Until the 1950s, when pollution laws
became stricter, dyers used to wash their cloth in
the river; and when you see the cloth floating over
the water during the festival you can, maybe,
imagine this scene. Many of these kimono lengths
come from dyeing workshops but some are made as
collaborative efforts with local elementary schools,
facilities for the disabled, textile students and other
groups. This is a way of involving as much of the
community as possible.
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In addition to the street and river galleries there
are several other events. The Shinjuku Dyers’ Union
show their kimono work in an exhibition, where
you can often see craftsmen working. There is also
a kimono fashion show displaying work from a local
dyeing teacher, her students and textile students at
Bunka Fashion School. Several of the dyers
workshops are also open for viewing, some of
which allow a “hands-on” experience for visitors.

Local people also sell small crafts on the street and
along the river, and restaurants often have special
menus during the event.
This coming year will be the event’s ninth, which
now attracts 15,000 visitors over its three day span.
A walk around the festival is a lovely way to learn a
little about another side of Shinjuku and its history.
Article and photos by Sheila Cliffe

Visit our web site at jsnw.org.uk
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Japanese Castles: A Talk by Dr Oleg Benesch
On Saturday December 2nd, Dr. Oleg Benesch, Senior
Lecturer in the Department of History at York
University, gave us a talk entitled “Japanese Castles
and the Making of Regional, National and World
Heritage”. Many people showed up for this talk held
at the International Society at the University of
Manchester, and we had to keep on bringing in
more chairs from other rooms!

After 1945, the US army took over the sites, and it
was only after 1950 when the Americans finally left
Japan, when the castles were returned to the local
municipalities. The rush of concrete castle
construction followed, then gradually around the
1980’s, people started to appreciate a more
authentic style of castles.
His presentation included many precious photos and
pictures he collected that depicted the military
barracks in castle grounds and the construction of
concrete castles, for example. His talk was followed
by a lively question-and-answer session.

Dr Oleg Benesch (front centre) and audience
Although research on Japanese castles in the
medieval period has been done extensively, the
modern development after the Meiji restoration has
largely been ignored. It is this modern period that
has been the subject of Dr. Benesch’s research.
Hiroshima Castle
Just before this event, Dr. Benesch gave the same
talk in London, so this talk was one of the rare
opportunities in which we could enjoy the same
quality talk right here in Manchester without having
to go to London. Dr. Benesch is planning to publish a
book on his research on Japanese castles soon.
Article Yuko Howes, first photo Kevin Howes,
second and third photos Tim Evans
Nijo-jo Moat (Kyoto)
We learned that, after the Samurai era ended, many
castles were destroyed and their sites used as
military bases until 1945, as they were conveniently
located in the centre of cities to control the general
public.
Visit our web site at jsnw.org.uk
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JSNW Sushi Workshop, Warrington
The hall was full to capacity for the workshop, with
about 17 to 18 people attending. The
demonstration table (at the front) had been spread
with an impressive array of bowls, ingredients and
implements by the workshop leader, Kanae.

avocado, lettuce, cucumber), eggs (tamagoyaki),
fish (salmon and crabsticks) and nori sheets
(seaweed).
We then attempted to reproduce what Kanae had
shown us. A sharp knife is essential to cut sushi
rolls; it can also help to wet the knife when cutting.
Fortunately, Kanae’s instruction was so good most
of us found sushi making simple. Uramaki (“insideout”) sushi was revealing to make; I had wondered
how the rice could stay on the outside but sushirice is so sticky there is no danger of it falling off.
“Temari” (sushi balls) are attractive and very
simple, made by placing an ingredient (usually fish)
on top of a small amount of rice, placing it on
clingfilm, tying the clingfilm tight round the sushi
and, if you feel especially enthusiastic, swirling it
round to make a ball.

Unlike previous sushi workshops JSNW has hosted
where only one type of sushi was made (norimaki),
this time Kanae showed us how to make four
different types- uramaki (“inside out” sushi), temaki
(cone), temari (ball) and norimaki (nori on the
outside).

“Temaki” are shaped somewhat like an ice-cream
cone or a wrapped bunch of flowers, with the norisheet on the outside; they are made by rolling a
rice covered sheet of nori diagonally.
The sushi rice was cooked in Whittle Hall
Community Centre kitchen. When it was brought
into the main room it was scooped into a special
wooden sushi-rice bowl called a “hangari”; sushi
vinegar was then added, and a number of
enthusiastic volunteers then wafted the rice with
fans to cool it. Once the rice had cooled, Kanae
showed us how to make the sushi using the
following ingredients- rice, vegetables (carrots,
Visit our web site at jsnw.org.uk

Once we had made our sushi, we could of course
eat it- though by the end of the workshop there
was far too much, so most of us had sushi to take
home. Everyone had enjoyed themselves hugely
and hopefully realised by the end of the workshop
that sushi isn’t that difficult to make- as long as you
prepare carefully and use a sharp knife.
Article Tim Evans, photos Kevin Howes
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Chinese and Japanese Cultural Event, Europia, Manchester
This free event was hosted by the charity Europia,
which is based in St Wilfrid’s Enterprise Centre (an
old church) just off Royce Road in Hulme,
Manchester. The charity used to be located in a
refurbished office in Ancoats, where JSNW hosted
our last “Go” workshop.

I was in charge of the chopstick challenge (where, as
you may remember, participants use chopsticks to
transfer as many nuts from one bowl to another
against the clock). The winners were of course
Chinese; one eager child kept coming back for
multiple efforts and by the end was very adept.
Kimono dressing appears to be one of the most
popular Japanese cultural activities and it was at this
festival, perhaps because people are amazed by the
complexity and beauty of this multi-layered
garment. At a previous kimono dressing (also part of
a Europia event) one of the organisers overheard a
Polish attendee ask her friend in astonishment
“would you do that every day?”

There were five stalls at the event; one Chinese
(food) and four Japanese. The Japanese stalls werehot food; a combined Shogi (Japanese chess)/
Hanafuda (card game) stall; Shodo (calligraphy) and
finally, a Japan Society North West table. Apart from
advertising the society, JSNW Committee members
also demonstrated Origami and the famous
chopstick challenge. In addition to the stall-based
activities, Tobie Rhyman also showed how to dress
in kimono.
The festival was extraordinarily popular, despite not
being in the city centre. I would estimate about 40
to 50 people of all ages and communities turned up,
and they were really enthusiastic about the
activities on offer. Origami attracted an eager
stream of the curious, as did Shodo and Hanafuda.
Shogi was less popular, however, which is a shame
because if you know how to play chess you will have
some of the basis for playing Shogi. It is possible the
Kanji characters on the playing pieces may deter
some from attempting the game.

Kush, the charity director, was very pleased with the
success of the event and asked if JSNW could come
back and assist with another. This will hopefully take
place sometime this year and I hope some of you
will be able to come, because it was great fun.
Article and photos, Tim Evans

Visit our web site at jsnw.org.uk
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Chinese and Japanese Cultural Event, Europia, Manchester

The Chopstick Challenge

Origami on the JSNW table

Rob demonstrates the card game Hanafuda
Yumi demonstrates Shodo (calligraphy)

Hanafuda being played
The Shodo Table
Visit our web site at jsnw.org.uk
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Future JSNW Events
Manchester Social and Japanese Conversation
Evening,
26 January
7pm to 9pm
A relaxed evening of food and conversation hosted by
Yuko Howes, an experienced Japanese tutor. You can
practice your Japanese if you wish but do not have to,
so please come and enjoy yourselves.

Liverpool Japanese Conversation Evening
February, date TBA
7pm to 9pm
Angela Davies, a very experienced instructor of
Japanese, will host an evening of Japanese
conversation over delicious food at Etsu Restaurant.

ture JSNW Events
Future JSNW Events

If you would like to attend this event it is essential you
contact our Events Coordinator, Nigel Cordon, at
events@jsnw.org.uk since space is limited.

Venue- New Samsi, 36- 38 Whitworth Street,
Manchester, M1 3NR

Venue- Etsu Restaurant, 25 The Strand (off
Brunswick Street), Liverpool, L2 0XJ

Manchester Japan Day!!!
3 June
11am to 5.30pm
Put this date in your diaries- it’s our amazing free all day Japanese Culture Festival, Japan Day, in six months! We
are always able to pull at least one great surprise out of the bag so please come along!

Venue- Sugden Sports Centre, 114 Grosvenor Street, Manchester M1 7HL
VISIT OUR WEBSITE AT WWW.JSNW.ORG.UK, WE ARE ALSO ON FACEBOOK AND TWITTER.
Visit our web site at jsnw.org.uk
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